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The Charleston Conference
Peer Questionnaire

compiled by Corrie Marsh (George Washington University) and Bill Raggio (SKP Associates)
This summary was prepared by Katina Strauch—All percentages have been rounded.

Library Peer Data

The Library Peer Data questionnaires at the Charleston Conference 1988 were returned by 86% of the recipients.

a) The large majority of the responding libraries had materials budgets over one million dollars, though other significant categories had budgets between $50,000 and $999,999.

b) For 1989/90, 72% predicted an increase in the materials budget with 27% predicting a static budget.

c) Regarding percentage of the (1988/89) materials budget spent on various categories of materials (monographs, periodicals, memberships, database services, audiovisual, binding), the most significant number of libraries spent the majority of their materials budgets on periodicals and magazines (50-74%).

d) Apparently, the percentage differential between serials and books can keep growing since 70% of the respondents stated that they do not have a cap on their materials budget.

e) Eighty-six percent of the respondents have cancelled serials in the last three years and 55% plan to continue (or start) cancelling serials. Total number of serials cancelled was largely between zero and fifty.

f) Few (especially large) libraries seemed to be able to rank journals from most expensive to least expensive because of the time required to do so.

Vendor Peer Data

The Vendor Peer Data Questionnaires were returned by 59% of the recipients. Seventy percent of the respondents were book wholesaler/jobbers.

a) Fifty percent of the vendors do not maintain statistics on publisher error rates, but forty percent do.

b) A trend by publishers toward requiring or encouraging direct orders from libraries was noted by 64% of the vendors.

c) Ninety percent of the vendors said that shipping and freight costs had increased over the last three years. Seventy-eight percent of the vendors admit that they have passed on this publishers' cost increase to libraries.

d) To the question "do you believe that publishers’ discounts are changing?" 100% of the respondents replied "yes," and 78% state that there is a "downward trend."

e) Interestingly enough, especially for us librarians who have always heard about the "ideal order mix," there was very little unity as to what vendors as a group perceived as this mix.

Publisher Peer Data

The Publisher Peer Data questions were returned by 80% of the recipients.

a) The majority of the responding publishers work through library wholesalers, though percentages vary.

b) The primary method for promoting library sales was "direct mail."

c) Seventy percent of the publishers responding have experienced increased subscription cancellations from library customers.

d) Eighty-nine percent of the publishers state that they have refereed publications.

e) An even number replied yes and no (36%) to the question of whether or not they compensate editorial board members financially.

f) To the question "how closely do you monitor the citation rates of your journals," sixty-seven percent responded "somewhat" and 22% responded "very closely."

g) Interestingly, the number of items published did not seem to have dropped off significantly from 1986-1988.